
Understanding Bibliographic Parts Training
(aka ‘Monograph’ Parts in Evergreen)

What is a Part?

A Part is used to differentiate between materials with different content attached to the same record.

The impact of Parts, or lack thereof

● A Part tells a patron or library staff member which piece or subset of an item it represents.
● When an item is created with its appropriate Part, it is then appropriately available for Part

holds.
● In order to have ‘Parts’ fields work successfully for holds, it is VERY IMPORTANT TO USE

THE STANDARDIZED PARTS, as any variation in how these are entered creates a different
Part. Each type of record listed below has a corresponding link to the Standardized Parts
section of the Library Staff site.

● An incorrect or missing Part can lead to an unhappy patron.

What kinds of records SHOULD have Parts?

● Serial Records
○ Annual/Bi-annual - Law, college, travel, study, etc.

● Periodicals
● Graphic Novel records for a series
● DVD or CD Sets that are broken apart
● Multi-volume sets that are broken apart

What kinds of records should NOT have Parts?

● A normal monograph record for a single title (1)
● Individual volumes of Graphic Novels (2)
● DVD or CD sets that are kept intact (3)
● Multi-volume sets that are kept intact

Said differently:

If a patron places a Title hold on a bibliographic record, are they going to get the same content no
matter which item on the bib record fills their hold?

● If Yes, then a Part should NOT be used.
● If No, then a Part SHOULD be used to distinguish the content that is not the entirety of

materials encompassed by the bibliographic record.
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Serial Records

Serial records are defined in our consortium as print publications that are issued weekly, monthly,
annually, or on a regular basis (such as almanacs, directories, travel guides, yearbooks, etc.) where
the content is revised or updated but remains basically the same. This also includes large reference
sets for which additional numbered volumes are expected to be periodically produced indefinitely,
such as Twentieth Century Literary Criticism. We have created Standardized Parts for Serial
Records.

If you'd like to see an example, try TCN 1713886 for Fodor’s Paris (4). This record represents all
biennial publications of the title since 1974. Any attached item must use a Part to indicate just which
year it represents.
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https://sites.google.com/a/cwmars.org/staff/cataloging/parts/standards-for-parts-serial-records
https://sites.google.com/a/cwmars.org/staff/cataloging/parts/standards-for-parts-serial-records


These are some of the attached items with their Parts:

Another example of a serial record with good Parts is TCN 4065214 for SAT prep (5).

Hint: Some libraries have found it helpful to keep a list of TCNs for their serial records so that they
can find them easily when the next volume comes out.
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Periodicals

Periodicals are published in all variations of timeframes: weekly, monthly, bi-monthly, quarterly,
seasonally, in special issues, etc. The Parts must correspond to those variations so we have created
Standardized Parts for Periodicals.

(6) Consider this example of Smithsonian (TCN 559593) which currently has some good and bad
Parts attached. You’ll notice that both the SEP-OCT 2023 and JUL-AUG 2023 issues have three
different ways of identifying themselves and only one of them is the right way. This is how
representing one issue can quickly grow out of control without adhering to the Standardized Parts.

Other examples include (7, 8, 9)

Example of some ‘bad’ Parts: Example of ‘good’ Parts:

We have learned over time that periodicals are not always cataloged by catalogers or technical
services staff. Many libraries assign this task to other staff, like circulation staff, to do during
downtime at the desk. We ask that you share this Standardized Parts for Periodicals information with
them for continuity.

Hint: Some libraries have found it helpful to keep a list of TCNs for their periodical records so that
they can find them easily when the next volume comes out.
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https://sites.google.com/a/cwmars.org/staff/cataloging/parts/standards-for-parts---periodicals
https://sites.google.com/a/cwmars.org/staff/cataloging/parts/standards-for-parts---periodicals


Graphic Novels

A bit of background…

When graphic novels first came out, our stance was to treat them as serial titles and catalog them on
serial records (aka ‘open records for a series’). As time went on, some monograph records snuck
into the database and we heard from libraries that some patrons preferred to see the cover images of
each new volume to help them choose the correct volume to place a hold on or to find on the shelf.
Conversely, we also heard that some patrons preferred to go to one record to see all of the volumes
of one series listed rather than hunt around for each volume. Remember, patrons are likely to search
by franchise and/or title, not by ISBN. However, catalogers are more likely to search by ISBN. So,
rather than dictate one method over another, we decided that we would offer both the serial and
individual volume records and then let libraries choose. This is why you see individual records and
serial records co-existing in Evergreen.

The rule to remember is: If you use a serial record you will use Parts. If you use the individual
volume records, you will not use Parts.

If you'd like to see an example, try TCN 4342567 for the serial (open) record for Baby-sitters little
sister (10) and TCN 5001733 for volume 7 of this series, Karen’s haircut (11).

This is the serial record (open record for the series):
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Notice that libraries have added Parts to their items:

This is the monograph record for volume 7 of the series:
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Notice that libraries have NOT added Parts. You will also notice, however, that item #9 includes a
notation in the call number ‘BSLS 7’, presumably for ‘Baby-sitters Little Sister 7’. This is a way that a
library can still note that an item is part of a series but not throw a wrench in the Holds process.

Hint: If you choose to use serial records (open records for a series) please note that some libraries
have found it helpful to keep a list of TCNs for these records so that they can find them easily when
the next volume comes out.
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DVD or CD Sets

Parts allow a library to manage pieces of a set so that their patrons can place holds on individual
pieces in the public catalog. Some DVD and CD Sets are large enough or have distinct pieces and
libraries choose to separate them into Parts. We have created Standardized Parts for DVD or CD
Sets for this purpose.

If you'd like to see an example, try TCN 4697833 for DC League of Super-Pets (12) which is a
DVD/Blu-ray combo record.

You can see (below) that Northborough has broken their set into two pieces, the Blu-ray and the DVD,
and has used a Part for each. Adams, for instance, does NOT have a Part. If you click View and
then Manage in Item Status, you’ll see that their Item Alert says ‘check for 2 discs’ which would seem
to confirm that they are circulating their Blu-ray and DVD together as one set and therefore they do
NOT need a Part.
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https://sites.google.com/a/cwmars.org/staff/cataloging/parts/standards-for-parts---dvd-or-cd-sets
https://sites.google.com/a/cwmars.org/staff/cataloging/parts/standards-for-parts---dvd-or-cd-sets


Multi-Volume Sets

Many times, a multi-volume set is large enough that it must be circulated in pieces, thus the use of
Parts is necessary.

(13) In this example, there is a four-volume set.

As you can see here, the attached library has broken out their set into four Parts and made proper
use of the Part field for each.
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The Actual Adding of a Part (14)

● When you are adding an item needing a Part, click the dropdown in the Part field and scroll to
see if the Part already exists.

● The Parts display in reverse order, first alphabetically then numerically or chronologically.
● If your STANDARDIZED Part exists, select it and move on to the next field.
● If your Part does not exist, type the STANDARDIZED Part into the box and then move on to

the next field.
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FAQs

What happens if I don’t use a Part when I should?

● A very basic answer is that neither patron nor staff will know exactly what volume/issue you
have until and unless they physically put their hands on it.

● In terms of holds, a hold placed on a record with Parts without selecting a Part becomes a
TITLE level hold. (15 or 16)

● If every patron who places a hold on a record chooses a Part from the list of Parts, then your
item will NEVER be selected. The only time it might be selected is if the patron doesn’t choose
a Part at all because it has now become a Title hold.

● If the above scenario does occur, the part of your actual item may not be the actual Part that
the patron wants. In other words, the patron wanted Part 4 but they didn’t select any Part so
your item with no Part in the Part field is actually Part 8 and that is what the hold landed on and
will be sent to the patron. The patron will be frustrated to receive the wrong Part.

What happens if I don’t use a Standardized Part?

● One possibility is that your copy of a particular volume runs the risk of only occasionally being
captured for a hold. For instance (17), if your copy of People (magazine) is using the wrong
‘September 18, 2023’’ Part and there are other wrong Parts for that issue being used by other
libraries, then it will just be the luck of the draw whether patrons choose the correct ‘SEP 18
2023’ Part or any of the many other wrong Parts.

● Conversely, if multiple patrons place holds on your wrong Part, then you may have several
patrons waiting for that ‘one’ Part although there are plenty of other items using the correct
Part that could fulfill their holds.

If I see wrong Parts in the list of Parts in a bib record, should I report them?

● Yes! We have the ability to merge them into the good Parts. It simultaneously eliminates them
in the list of Parts in the dropdown AND it fixes the Parts in the item records to which they were
attached. (18)

● Send the TCN and title of the record with the bad Parts and let us know which Parts are
actually bad. You can email catcenter@cwmars.org or create a ticket.

Can I just use the Call Number to indicate my Part instead of using the Part field?

● NO! You MUST use the Part field but, if for any reason you want the volume/year information
in the Call Number, you may duplicate it there.
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